Jan Engels-Smith Renowned Teacher of Science and Energy Medicine Launches Visionary Energetic Healing Webinar Series

Jan Engels-Smith, renowned Teacher of Science and Energy Medicine and founder of LightSong School of 21-Century Shamanism and Energy Medicine, launches her first Webinar Series: ‘Recreate Yourself: 7 Truths to Guaranteed Success’

PORTLAND, Ore. (PRWEB) May 12, 2019 -- Jan Engels-Smith, renowned Teacher of Science and Energy Medicine and founder of LightSong School of 21-Century Shamanism and Energy Medicine, launches her first Webinar Series: ‘Recreate Yourself: 7 Truths to Guaranteed Success’. Engels-Smith is a leading expert in the healing arts and a sought after counselor, teacher, and shamanic and energy healer.

‘Recreate Yourself: 7 Truths to Guaranteed Success’ addresses humanity’s core needs for love, acceptance and life mastery. The energetic healing process throughout the course activates a profound energetic transformation accessed through the heart to create sustainable healing for the purpose of love, success, peace and joy.

“Most people experience a lack in areas of money, time or love and have tried unsuccessfully to have lasting mastery over these areas,” Engels-Smith says.

This new webinar is a call to heal, transform, and learn self-love in new ways for success and joy. With decades of shamanic healing work, teaching, and counseling in areas of personal development and spiritual awakening and enlightenment, Jan Engels-Smith is now offering this online series of modules so that this healing work can reach more people and effect positive change for the collective human condition.

‘Recreate Yourself: 7 Truths to Guaranteed Success’ launches May 12, 2019 at 1:45pm PST, and is available ongoing through http://www.LightSong.net.

About Jan Engels-Smith
Jan Engels-Smith ShD., MEd. is an author, a Shamanic Practitioner, Licensed Professional Counselor, a Chemical Dependency Specialist, Hypnotherapist and a Tibetan, Usui, and Karuna Reiki Master. Through decades of experience as a master teacher and shamanic practitioner, Jan has captured the essence of transformation and well-being.

Jan’s mission is to provide excellence in shamanic education, and to support personal growth for well-being, adapting ancient healing techniques to contemporary life in the 21st century. Jan is a leading expert in her field. She personally has performed 3500 soul retrievals, which is a shamanic healing method. In 1994, Jan founded LightSong School of 21st Century Shamanism and Energy Medicine and has developed the first energy medicine curriculum of its kind, which allows for those with a curious interest in energy medicine, right through to those that would like to obtain a bachelors, masters or doctorate in shamanism.

Jan’s has written two books: Through the Rabbit Hole: Exploring Energy and the Shamanic Journey and Becoming Yourself: The Journey from Head to Heart, which won the readers choice award. Jan writes a monthly article for Sedona Journal of Emergence. Jan authored two CDs: Take Your Body With You a shamanic drumming CD. Awaken~Unburden~Create a meditation CD package of shamanic principles.

Jan is a featured author in:
- Shamanic Transformation: True Stories of the Moment of Awakening
- Shamanism for the New Millennium by best-selling authors Betsy Chasse (What the Bleep Do We Know) and Cate Montana

Jan is published in The Journal of Science and Healing.
A case study: Shamanic Healing for Veterans with PTSD
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Online Web 2.0 Version
You can read the online version of this press release here.